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AN INFINITE CLASS OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS

OF PERIODICALLY PERTURBED DUFFING EQUATIONS AT RESONANCE

TUNG-REN DING

ABSTRACT.    In this paper, by using a generalized form of the Poincaré-

Birkhoff Theorem, we demonstrate that the Duffing equation

^f+ff(x) = p(t)        (=p(t + 27r))

may also admit an infinite number of 27r-periodic solutions even in a resonance

case.

1.   In this paper we study the existence problem of periodic solutions for the

Duffing equation

cPx
(i-i) =¿+v(x)=m

at

where g(x), p(t) G C(R, R) and p(t) is 27r-periodic.

In the super-linear case, that is,

lim  [x   1g(x)] = oo,
I*!—CO

it has been proved in a recent paper by W. Y. Ding that (1.1) has infinitely many

27r-pcriodic solutions [1].

D. E. Leach proved the existence and uniqueness of 27r-periodic solution of (1.1)

under the following Loud condition

(1.2) m2 < X < g'(x) < » < (m + l)2        (g(0) = 0),

with a given integer ra > 0 and two such constants X and p, [2]. R. Reissig proved

the existence of periodic solutions of (1.1) under a weaker condition [3]

m2 < X < x~1g(x) < fi < (m + I)2,        \x\ > a > 0.

The crucial point of the conditions above is to exclude the resonance cases. At

resonance, (1.1) may have no bounded solution [6]; therefore, the existence problem

of periodic solutions challenges attention. A. C. Lazer and D. E. Leach, and L.

Césari succeeded to prove the existence of 27r-periodic solutions of (1.1) at a point

of resonance provided that h(x) = g(x) — m2x is bounded and some other addi-

tional conditions are assumed [4, 5]. In a recent paper, the present author resolved

the existence problem of 27r-periodic solutions of (1.1) under a weakened version of

(1.2) [6]:
m2<g'(x)<(m + í)2       (9(0) = 0).
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In this paper, by using a generalized form of the Poincaré-Birkhoff Theorem due

to W. Y. Ding, we will demonstrate that (1.1) may also admit an infinite number of

27T-periodic solutions even in a resonance case. This shows once more the complexity

of (1.1) at resonance.

2.  We need the following hypotheses:

(Hi) Let g(x) G C'(R,R), and let K be a positive constant, such that

\c/(x)\ <K,        x G R;

(H2) There exist two constants An > 0 and Mo > 0, such that

x—1g(x) > Ao,        |x| > Mo-

Then we consider the auxiliary equation

(2.1) S + .M-0
and its equivalent system

dz áw

W Tt=w>     ~dt- = -^-
This is a planar autonomous system whose orbits are curves determined by the

following equation

(2.2) V(z,w) = ^w2-r-G(z) = c,

where G(z) = f0 g(u) du and c is a parameter.

The hypothesis (H2) obviously implies

lim   G(z) = 00   and lim      V(z, w) = 00.
\z\—»oo |«|-f-|tu|—'CO

It follows that the set V~1(c) is compact. Furthermore, (H2) yields that there exist

constants Co > 0 and Ai > 0 such that if c > Co, then

(2.3) w2 + zg(z) > Ai(z2 + w2),        (z, w) G V'^c).

Note that the left-hand member of the last inequality is just the directional deriva-

tive of V(z, w) along the vector (z, w). Therefore, there is no critical point in V~~ l(c)

for c > Co, and V~ 1(c) is a compact one-dimensional manifold. Furthermore

V~ 1(c) is star-shaped about the origin. We have thus proved

LEMMA 2.1. If (H2) holds, then V~ 1(c) is a closed curve for c > c0 which is

star-shaped about the origin 0.

In the sequel, we will denote the curve V~ 1(c) by rc. It follows from Lemma

2.1 that each curve Tc (c > Co) intersects the z-axis at two points: (h(c), 0) and

(—^i(c), 0), where h(c) > 0 and hi(c) > 0 are uniquely determined by the formula

G(h(c)) = G(—/11(c)) = c.

Let (z(t),w(t)) be any solution of (2.1') whose orbit is rc (c > Co). Clearly, this

solution is periodic. Let t(c) denote the least positive period of this solution. It

follows from the equation (2.2) that

/h(c)                 ,
-■

-h^) y/e - G(u)
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To obtain the desired result, we need another hypothesis:

(H3) There exist a constant a > 0, an integer m > 0, and two sequences {ak}

and {bk}, such that Ofc —* 00 and bk —► 00 as k —► 00; and moreover

(2.5) r(ofc) < — - a,        r(bk) > — + a.
m m

Now we are in a position to state the main result of this paper.

Theorem 2.1. Assume (Hi)-(H3) hold. Then equation (1.1) has infinitely many

2-K-periodic solutions.

A concrete example for applications of this theorem will be given in §5.

3. To prove Theorem 2.1, we briefly restate a generalized form of the Poincaré-

Birkhoff fixed point theorem in Theorem A below [7].

Let D denote an annular region in the (x, y)-plane. The boundary of D consists

of two simple closed curves: the inner boundary curve Ci and the outer boundary

curve C2. Let £\ denote the simple connected open set bounded by Ci. Consider

an area-preserving mapping T: R2 —>■ R2. Suppose that T(D) C R2 — {0}, where

0 is the origin. Let (7,0) be the polar coordinate of (x, y), that is, x = 7 cosö,

y = 7sinô. Assume the restriction T\D is given by

(3.1) 7* = /(7,0),        e*=6 + g(1,0),

where / and g are continuous in (7,9), and 27r-periodic in 6.

THEOREM A.  Besides the above-mentioned assumptions, we assume that

(i) Ci is star-shaped about the origin;

(ii) 0 G T(Di);
(iii) 9(7,0) > 0 (< 0), (7cos0,7sino) G Ci;

9(7,0) < 0 (> 0), (7cos0,7 sinö) G C2.

Then T has at least two fixed points in D ■

Now, let raic and roit be the curves given by Lemma 2.1, where the specified

parameters ak, bk > c0 are given by (H3), for k > no- We may rearrange {o*;}

and {bk}, if necessary, so that Ofc < bk < ak+i for k > no- Then, Tak and r0fc

bound an annular region Ak, and r0fc and Tak+i bound another annular region Bk,

for k > no-

Let T: R2 —► R2 be the Poincaré mapping induced by equation (1.1). It is well

known that each fixed point of T corresponds to a 27r-periodic solution of (1.1). In

the following section, we will apply Theorem A to show that T has at least two

fixed points in each Ak and Bk for sufficiently large k. As a consequence, (1.1) has

an infinite class of 27r-periodic solutions.

4. Consider the equivalent system of (1.1),

(4.1) f=2/,        ft=-g(x) + p(t).
Let (x(t, x, y), y(t, x, y)) be the solution of (4.1) through the initial point (x(0), y(0)) =

(x, y). It is not hard to show that every such solution exists on the whole i-axis

under condition (Hi). Then the Poincaré map T: R2 —► Ä2 is well defined by

(x, y) ^ (x(2tt, x, y), y(2n, x, y)).
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It is well known that T is an area-preserving homeomorphism.

By applying the transform x(t) = 7(i) cos#(i), y(t) = f(t) sin0(t) to (4.1), we get

the equations for 7(i) and 6(t),

1-^ = *i cob 6 ■ sin $ — ah cos 6) sinö + M) sino.

(4.2)

-j- = "i cos 9 • sin 9 — 3(7 cos 9) sin 9 + p(i) sin 0,
dt

d9 1
— = — sin 0-(9(7 cos 0) cos 0 — p(t) cos 0),

(at 7

whenever 7^0.

Let (7(t, 7,0), 9(t, 7,0)) be the solution of (4.2) through the initial point (7(0), 9(0))
= (7,0). Then the map T can also be written in the polar coordinate form

(4.3) 7* = 7(2tt, 7,0),        0' = 0(2*, 7,0) + '&,

where I is an arbitrary integer. It can be easily seen that if (7,0) is such that

(4.4) 7(Í,7,0)>O,        te [0,2*],

then 0(2-k, 7,0) is well defined and continuous in (7,0), and moreover,

(4.5) c7(27r,7,0 + 27r) = 0(27r,7,0) + 27T.

Next, we take the transform z(t) = p(t) cos ¡p(t), w(t) = p(t) sin ip(t) for system

(2.1'). Then the resulting equations for p(i) and tp(t) are

Í—- = p cos <p ■ sin <p — g(p cos tp) sin ¡p,

Îép          .2       ! / N
—- = — sin tp-g(p cos ip) cos <p.
dt                          p

Let (p(t, p, ip), <p(t, p, tp)) be the solution of (4.6) through the initial point (p(0), <p(0))
= (p, <P)-

LEMMA 4.1. Let<t>(p,tp) = ¡p(2ix,p,<p) — tp, and let ß = min{27r, mctAi}, where

m, a andAi are given in (H3) and (2.3). Then we have

(4.7)
Í$(/>, <P) < —2mit — 0,   (p cos tp, p sin tp) e rafc ;

\$(p, tp) > —2mix -f- ß,   (p cos tp, p sin tp) G Tbk.

PROOF.   Let (z, w) = (p cos ip,p simp) G rak. Consider the solution (p(t,p, tp),

ip(t, p, tp)) of (4.6). It follows from (2.3) and the second equation of (4.6) that

(4.8) <p'(t,p,tp)<-Ai,

provided that p is sufficiently large.

Since the solution (z(t, z, u>), w(t, z, w)) of (2.1') has the least period r(ajt), we see

that the time in which tp(t) has a decrement 27r is just r(ak). Write

$(p, tp) = £(27T, p,tp) — tp = ip(27x) — tp(0) = —2lix — o,

where I > 0 is an integer, and 0 < a < 2ix. Let ta denote the time in which ip(t)

decreases from tp — 2lir to tp — 2/7r — a. Then we have

I ■ r(ak) + ta = 2n.
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Since 0 < ta < r(ak), we obtain

2* = I ■ r(ak) + *<,<(/ + l)r(ak) < (I + l)i — - <*).

It follows that I > m. If I > m -4- 1, we have

(4.9) *(/>, |i?) < —2Ztt < —2(m + 1)tt.

Now, assume / = m. Then we have

t.   :.-A /2tt        \,
(4.10) io- = 27T — m • r(ofc) > 2* — ml-a I = ma.

By (4.8) and (4.10), we obtain

çl-T(ak)+t„ ^

—a= I tp'(t,p,tp)dt < — Aita < —maAx.
Jl-r(ak)

Thus we have

(4.11) Q(p,tp) = —2lix — o-<—2rMr — maAi.

Combining (4.9) and (4.11) yields the first inequality of (4.7).

The second inequality of (4.7) can be proved in a similar way.   The proof of

Lemma 4.1 is then completed.

,Lemma 4.2.  Let 6(7,9) — 9(2ix, 7,9) — 9. Then there exists 70 > 0 such that,

for 7 > 70,

(4.12) |0(7,9) - $(7,0)| = 19(2*, 7,9) - ip(2it, 7,9)\ < ß.

PROOF.   Let (z(t, x, y), w(t, x, y)) be the solution of (2.1') through the initial

point (5(0), w(0)) = (x, y). Let

(u(t) = u(t, x, y) = x(t, x, y) — z(t, x, y),

\v(t) = v(t, x, y) = y(t, x, y) — w(t, x, y).

Then we have

'dl = v'      dT = p® ~ »VW)"»
where <r(t) = x(t) + \(t)(z(t) — x(t)), 0 < X(i) < 1.

Let n(t) = (u2(t) + v2(t)f'2. Then we have

dn
n-—=uv-\- p(t)v — g'(o(t))uv.

at

It follows from (Hi) that

\dr,
(4.13) dt <\{l + K)n-r-B,

where S is a bound of |p(i)| in [0,27r].  The differential inequality (4.13) together

with n(0) = 0 yields

Of)
(4.14) n(t) < ^-^K+^ - 1] == Ho,

for t G [0,2*].
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Next write -ip(t) = ip(t, 7,9) = 9(t, 7,9) — ¡p(t, 7,9), where (7,9) is the polar

coordinate of (x, y), i.e., (7 cos 9,7 sin 0) = (x, y). It is clear that if \tp(t)\ < *, then

tp(t) is just the angle between the vectors (x(t), y(t)) and (z(t), w(t)). By the law of

cosines, we have

„.,      î2(')+?!(<)->)2(iK , Hi

-*»■»—mm)—¿1-wm-
On the other hand, we have 7(i) > pft) — n(t) > p(t) — Ho. Therefore, under

the assumption that \ip(t)\ < * and p(t) — Pfo > 0, we have

H2
(4.15) cos^(i)>l — —

2p(t)(p(t) — Ho)'

Note that

F{l,<p) = n jrtn  P\t)=     inf    p(tn,tp)
0<t<27T 0<t<27T

becomes arbitrarily large if 7 is sufficiently large. It follows that there is a constant

70 > 0 such that, for 7 > 70 and t G [0, 2*],

m
(4.16) p(í)-Po>0; mm°_Ho)<l-™6,

where 8 = min(*/2,/?). From (4.15) and (4.16), we conclude that if \tp(t)\ < * and

t G [0,2*], then the inequality

(4.17) \tp(t)\ < S

holds.
Since ^>(0) = 0 and tp(t) varies continuously as t increases from 0 to 2*, we can

see that (4.17) holds for any t G [0,2*]. In particular, we have
_

|V(2îr)| = 10(2*. 7,0) -£(2tt, 7,0)1 <6<ß,

for 7 > 7o- This proves Lemma 4.2.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Let ci > c0 be so large that (7,0) G Tc with c > Ci

implies 7 > 70, where 70 is specified in Lemma 4.2. There is no loss of generality to

assume ak > ci for k > no- It follows that î(t, 7,0) > p(t) — Ho > 0, t G [0, 2*],

provided that (7,0) G Ak for k > no.

Thus the restriction T|^îfc can be written in (4.3), where the function 0(2*, 7,0)

is continuous on Ak and satisfies the relation (4.4). Now, we put the integer / = m

in (4.3). Then (4.3) can be rewritten in the form of

7* =7(2*, 7,0), 0*= 0 + 01(7,0),

with 61(7,0) = 6(7,0) + 2m*. By Lemma 4.2, we obtain

|0i(7,0) - $(7,0) - 2m*| < ß,

which together with (4.7) yields

0i(7,0)<O,        (7cos0,7sin0)Grat;

0i (7,0) > 0,        (7 cos 0,7 sin 0) G rbt,

for k > n0, where no is large enough.

This proves the validity of condition (iii) of Theorem A for the restriction T\Ak
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(k > no). Since 7 > 7o implies 7(2*, 7,0) > p(2*) — Ho > 0, so the condition (ii)

of Theorem A can be easily verified. By Lemma 2.1, the condition (i) of Theorem

A also holds. Therefore, we can apply Theorem A to ensure the existence of at

least two fixed points of T in Ak (k > no). This means that (1.1) has at least

two 2*-periodic solutions with initial points in >ifc. In the same way, we can prove

that T has at least two fixed points in Bk which correspond to two 2*-periodic

solutions of (1.1). Since each periodic solution of (1.1) is bounded by a re, so the

above-specified 2*-periodic solutions of (1.1) constitute an infinite class.

The proof of Theorem 2.1 is thus completed.

5.  Finally, we give a concrete example for applications of Theorem 2.1.

Let m be a positive integer, and let

r2

g(x) = x

A direct calculation yields

m2 + — coslog(l + x2) -      l + x2) sinkst1 + x )

m2-\<g'(x)<m2 + \.

It follows that (HO and (H2) hold for g(x).

Consider the auxiliary equation

(5.1) ê+^) = °-

According to (2.2), we have

V(z, w) = \u>2 + G(z) = c,

where

G(z) = J   g(u)du = -; ™2 + TQCOslog(l + z2)

Take h = h(c) > 0 such that G(h(c)) = c. Since G(z) is an even function, we have

rh(c) dÇ

s/c-G(u)     Vo(h)Jo V1 -t2Q(hO/QW

where

Q(x) = m2 + ^coslog(l-r-x2).

Let ak = Ve2k* - 1, ßk = Ve(2k+^ - 1, ak = G(ak) and bk * G(ßk). Then

ak <bk       (k = 1,2,...),

and

lim dfc =  hm bk = 00.
fc—»00 k—>oo

Since the inequalities

n.M.,        Qißkt) >t
<  Q(ak)   S h Q(ßk)   -
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hold for £ G [0,1], we have

r(ak) = SJo

dt

<

VÖK)y°   V* - t2Q(<*kO/Q(<*k)

4y/TÖ        f1       dj 2*

I Jo   yJT=72 -y/lOm2 + 1 Jo   y/l
a,

and

T(bk)=

>

\/Wk~)

4>/ÎÔ

Jo y/r=

m

vi - eQ(ßkt)/Q(ßk)

y/TÖm'

I      f1      dtj .2*
= >-ha,
c2       m

where

-       27r      •   /i
a = — ■ mm < 1 —

m

Viam Vï&m

■

1v/lOm2 +1  VlOm2

This proves that (H3) is also valid for g(x).

Therefore, the function g(x) satisfies all the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, and

the corresponding equation

c2 :
-^ + V(x) == p(t)

has infinitely many 2*-periodic solutions for any 2*-periodic function p(i) G C(R, R).

The author is grateful to W. Y. Ding for many valuable suggestions. The author

also extends his thanks to Dr. George R. Sell for his invaluable assistance.
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